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C. Batty, S. Kerrigan (Eds)
Screen Production Research
Creative Practice as a Mode of Enquiry
Aimed at students and educators across all levels of Higher Education, this agenda-setting book defines what screen production research is and looks like—and by doing so celebrates creative practice as an important pursuit in the contemporary academic landscape. [...] 
2018. XXVI, 253 p. 17 illus., 13 illus. in color. Softcover
$ 34.99
ISBN 978-3-319-62836-3

S. T. Brown
Japanese Horror and the Transnational Cinema of Sensations
Japanese Horror and the Transnational Cinema of Sensations undertakes a critical reassessment of Japanese horror cinema by attending to its intermediality and transnational hybridity in relation to world horror cinema. [...] 
2018. XVI, 330 p. 62 illus., 49 illus. in color. (East Asian Popular Culture) Hardcover
$ 109.00
ISBN 978-3-319-70628-3

M. Cook
Early British Animation
From Page and Stage to Cinema Screens
This book is the first history of British animated cartoons, from the earliest period of cinema in the 1890s up to the late 1920s. In this period cartoonists and performers from earlier traditions of print and stage entertainment came to film to expand their artistic practice, bringing with them a range of techniques and ideas that shaped the development of British animation. [...] 
2018. XII, 290 p. Hardcover
$ 109.00
ISBN 978-3-319-73428-6

A. D’Adamo
Empathetic Space on Screen
Constructing Powerful Place and Setting
In this book we learn that there is a clear but complex relationship between setting and character on screen. Certain settings stand out above others—think of the iconic gooey dripping tunnels that Ripley stumbles through in Aliens, Norman’s bird-decorated parlour in Psycho or the dark Gotham of certain Batman movies. [...] 
2018. XIX, 270 p. 53 illus., 43 illus. in color. Softcover
$ 39.99
ISBN 978-3-319-66771-3

B. Gunter
Predicting Movie Success at the Box Office
This book explores the different factors that can influence a new movie’s prospects at the box office. Looking at factors such as the production budget, distribution model, genre, stars and audience reactions of films, Gunter asks how such aspects may reduce the uncertainties of success so common in the movie industry. [...] 
$ 109.00
ISBN 978-3-319-71802-6

D. Lee
Independent Television Production in the UK
From Cottage Industry to Big Business
This book is the first authoritative account of the UK’s independent television production sector, following the creation of Channel 4 in 1982. It examines the rise of a global industry, increasingly interconnected through format development, distribution, ancillary sales and rights. [...] 
2018. IX, 244 p. Hardcover
$ 99.99
ISBN 978-3-319-71669-5
B. Brevini, G. Murdock (Eds)

Carbon Capitalism and Communication Confronting Climate Crisis

This volume examines the role of communication in contributing to and contesting the current climate crisis. There is now widespread agreement that even if increases in carbon emissions are kept to the current international target the climate crisis will continue to intensify. [...] 2017. XIX, 259 p. 5 illus. (Palgrave Studies in Media and Environmental Communication) Softcover $34.99 ISBN 978-3-319-57875-0

U. Akpojivi

Media Reforms and Democratization in Emerging Democracies of Sub-Saharan Africa

This book examines the media reform processes and re-democratization projects of Ghana and Nigeria’s emerging democracies. It evaluates and critiques these reform processes, arguing that because of dependency approaches resulting from the transplanting of policy framework from the West into these emerging democracies, the policy goals and objectives of the reforms have not been achieved. [...] 2018. XVII, 177 p. 2 illus. in color. Hardcover $99.99 ISBN 978-3-319-75300-3

J. Mairata

Steven Spielberg’s Style by Stealth

This book reveals how Spielberg utilises stylistic strategies that are both unique and innovative when considered within the context of the classical Hollywood system. James Mairata identifies two distinct systems at work in Spielberg’s application of style. [...] 2018. XIII, 350 p. 120 illus., 99 illus. in color. Hardcover $109.00 ISBN 978-3-319-69080-3

D. Nicol

Doctor Who: A British Alien?

This book argues that Doctor Who, the world’s longest-running science fiction series often considered to be about distant planets and monsters, is in reality just as much about Britain and Britishness. Danny Nicol explores how the show, through science fiction allegory and metaphor, constructs national identity in an era in which identities are precarious, ambivalent, transient and elusive. [...] 2018. XII, 291 p. 10 illus., 7 illus. in color. Hardcover $139.99 ISBN 978-3-319-65833-9

I. Selimović

Affective Moments in the Films of Martel, Carri, and Puenzo

This book studies the intimate tensions between affect and emotions as terrains of sociopolitical significance in the cinema of Lucrecia Martel, Albertina Carri, and Lucia Puenzo. Such tensions, Selimović argues, result in “affective moments” that relate to the films’ core arguments. They also signal these filmmakers’ novel insights on complex manifestations of memory, desire, and violence. [...] 2018. X, 256 p. Hardcover $99.99 ISBN 978-1-137-49641-6

E. Thwaites Diken

The Spectacle of Politics and Religion in the Contemporary Turkish Cinema

This book explores how politics, religion and cinema encounter and re-invent each other in contemporary Turkish cinema. It investigates their common origin—the spectacle, which each field views as an instrument of governmentality. [...] 2018. XII, 114 p. Hardcover $54.99 ISBN 978-3-319-71699-2

B. Brevini, G. Murdock (Eds)

Carbon Capitalism and Communication Confronting Climate Crisis

Confronting Climate Crisis

This volume examines the role of communication in contributing to and contesting the current climate crisis. There is now widespread agreement that even if increases in carbon emissions are kept to the current international target the climate crisis will continue to intensify. [...] 2017. XIX, 259 p. 5 illus. (Palgrave Studies in Media and Environmental Communication) Softcover $34.99 ISBN 978-3-319-57875-0

J. Mairata

Steven Spielberg’s Style by Stealth

This book reveals how Spielberg utilises stylistic strategies that are both unique and innovative when considered within the context of the classical Hollywood system. James Mairata identifies two distinct systems at work in Spielberg’s application of style. [...] 2018. XIII, 350 p. 120 illus., 99 illus. in color. Hardcover $109.00 ISBN 978-3-319-69080-3

D. Nicol

Doctor Who: A British Alien?

This book argues that Doctor Who, the world’s longest-running science fiction series often considered to be about distant planets and monsters, is in reality just as much about Britain and Britishness. Danny Nicol explores how the show, through science fiction allegory and metaphor, constructs national identity in an era in which identities are precarious, ambivalent, transient and elusive. [...] 2018. XII, 291 p. 10 illus., 7 illus. in color. Hardcover $139.99 ISBN 978-3-319-65833-9

I. Selimović

Affective Moments in the Films of Martel, Carri, and Puenzo

This book studies the intimate tensions between affect and emotions as terrains of sociopolitical significance in the cinema of Lucrecia Martel, Albertina Carri, and Lucia Puenzo. Such tensions, Selimović argues, result in “affective moments” that relate to the films’ core arguments. They also signal these filmmakers’ novel insights on complex manifestations of memory, desire, and violence. [...] 2018. X, 256 p. Hardcover $99.99 ISBN 978-1-137-49641-6

E. Thwaites Diken

The Spectacle of Politics and Religion in the Contemporary Turkish Cinema

This book explores how politics, religion and cinema encounter and re-invent each other in contemporary Turkish cinema. It investigates their common origin—the spectacle, which each field views as an instrument of governmentality. [...] 2018. XII, 114 p. Hardcover $54.99 ISBN 978-3-319-71699-2

B. Brevini, G. Murdock (Eds)

Carbon Capitalism and Communication Confronting Climate Crisis

Confronting Climate Crisis

This volume examines the role of communication in contributing to and contesting the current climate crisis. There is now widespread agreement that even if increases in carbon emissions are kept to the current international target the climate crisis will continue to intensify. [...] 2017. XIX, 259 p. 5 illus. (Palgrave Studies in Media and Environmental Communication) Softcover $34.99 ISBN 978-3-319-57875-0
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Author</th>
<th>Publisher</th>
<th>Status</th>
<th>Edition</th>
<th>Pages</th>
<th>Price</th>
<th>ISBN</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>The Circulation of Anti-Austerity Protest</td>
<td>B. Cammaerts</td>
<td>Palgrave Macmillan</td>
<td>Due April 2018</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>$99.99</td>
<td>978-3-319-70122-6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Of Cigarettes, High Heels, and Other Interesting Things</td>
<td>M. Danesi</td>
<td>Palgrave Macmillan</td>
<td>Due May 2018</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>$99.99</td>
<td>978-3-319-74435-3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The Future of Audiences</td>
<td>R. Das, B. Ytre-Arne (Eds)</td>
<td>Palgrave Macmillan</td>
<td>Due April 2018</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>$129.00</td>
<td>978-3-319-75637-0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Exploring the Selfie</td>
<td>J. Eckel, J. Ruchatz, S. Wirth (Eds)</td>
<td>Palgrave Macmillan</td>
<td>Due March 2018</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>$129.00</td>
<td>978-3-319-57948-1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Production of the ‚Self’ in the Digital Age</td>
<td>Y. Ibrahim</td>
<td>Palgrave Macmillan</td>
<td>Due March 2018</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>$54.99</td>
<td>978-3-319-74435-3</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
R. N. Spicer  
Free Speech and False Speech  
Political Deception and Its Legal Limits (Or Lack Thereof)  
This book examines the history of the legal discourse around political falsehood and its future in the wake of the 2012 US Supreme Court decision in US v. Alvarez through communication law, political philosophy, and communication theory perspectives. [...]  
2018. VII, 158 p. Hardcover  
$ 54.99  
ISBN 978-3-319-69819-9

M. Schleser, M. Berry (Eds)  
Mobile Story Making in an Age of Smartphones  
The participatory turn in media, arts and design along with interrelated developments in the proliferation of social and network media have changed our understanding of the contemporary mediascape. [...]  
2018. XII, 161 p. 13 illus. in color. Hardcover  
$ 54.99  
ISBN 978-3-319-76794-1
C. Dale, R. Overell (Eds)
Orienting Feminism
Media, Activism and Cultural Representation

This edited collection explores the meaning of feminism in the contemporary moment, which is constituted primarily by action but also uncertainty. The book focuses on feminist modes of activism, as well as media and cultural representation to ask questions about organising, representing and articulating feminist politics. [...]

2018. XII, 207 p. 11 illus. Hardcover
$99.99
ISBN 978-3-319-70659-7

C. Thimm, M. Anastasiadis, J. Einspänner-Pflock (Eds)
Media Logic(s) Revisited
Modelling the Interplay between Media Institutions, Media Technology and Societal Change

This volume provides new approaches to the concept of media logics – developed by Altheide and Snow – by drawing on theoretical and empirical perspectives from international scientists working in the field of communications, media, political science, and sociology. [...]

2018. XV, 294 p. 18 illus. (Transforming Communications – Studies in Cross-Media Research) Hardcover
$109.00
ISBN 978-3-319-65755-4

C. Kaul
Communications, Media and the Imperial Experience

Britain and India in the Twentieth Century

Presenting a communicational perspective on the British empire in India during the 20th century, the book seeks to examine how, and explain why, British proconsuls, civil servants and even the monarch George V, as well as Indian nationalists, interacted with the media, primarily British and American, and with what consequences.

2014. XV, 278 p. Softcover
$99.99

Y. Kjus
Live and Recorded
Music Experience in the Digital Millennium

This book uncovers how music experience–live and recorded–is changing along with the use of digital technology in the 2000s. Focussing on the Nordic region, this volume utilizes the theory of mentalization: the capacity to perceive and interpret what others are thinking and feeling, and applies it to the analysis of mediated forms of agency in popular music. [...]

2018. IX, 184 p. 1 illus. in color. (Pop Music, Culture and Identity) Hardcover
$99.99
ISBN 978-3-319-70367-1

J. R. Vickery, T. Everbach (Eds)
Mediating Misogyny
Gender, Technology, and Harassment

Mediating Misogyny is a collection of original academic essays that foregrounds the intersection of gender, technology, and media. Framed and informed by feminist theory, the book offers empirical research and nuanced theoretical analysis about the gender-based harassment women experience both online and offline. [...]

2018. XXVII, 429 p. 10 illus., 5 illus. in color. Hardcover
$129.00
ISBN 978-3-319-72916-9

Y. Kjus
Live and Recorded
Music Experience in the Digital Millennium

This book uncovers how music experience–live and recorded–is changing along with the use of digital technology in the 2000s. Focussing on the Nordic region, this volume utilizes the theory of mentalization: the capacity to perceive and interpret what others are thinking and feeling, and applies it to the analysis of mediated forms of agency in popular music. [...]

2018. IX, 184 p. 1 illus. in color. (Pop Music, Culture and Identity) Hardcover
$99.99
ISBN 978-3-319-70367-1

G. Blamberger, S. Kakar (Eds)
Imaginations of Death and the Beyond in India and Europe

This volume explores current images of afterlife/afterdeath and the presence of the dead in the imaginations of the living in Indian and European traditions. [...]

2018. XX, 202 p. 21 illus., 20 illus. in color. Hardcover
$99.99
ISBN 978-981-10-6706-8

C. Dale, R. Overell (Eds)
Orienting Feminism
Media, Activism and Cultural Representation

This edited collection explores the meaning of feminism in the contemporary moment, which is constituted primarily by action but also uncertainty. The book focuses on feminist modes of activism, as well as media and cultural representation to ask questions about organising, representing and articulating feminist politics. [...]

2018. XII, 207 p. 11 illus. Hardcover
$99.99
ISBN 978-3-319-70659-7
This collection brings together perspectives drawn from a range of international scholars who have conducted research into the applications of neo-tribal theory. The concept of the neo-tribe was first introduced by the French sociologist Michel Mafessoli (1996) to describe new forms of social bonds in the context of late modernity. [...] 2018. XXI, 259 p. 4 illus. Hardcover

$ 99.99
ISBN 978-3-319-68206-8

Teaching Medicine and Medical Ethics Using Popular Culture

This book demonstrates how popular culture can be successfully incorporated into medical and health science curriculums, capitalising on the opportunity fictional media presents to humanise case studies. Studies show that the vast majority of medical and nursing students watch popular medical television dramas and comedies such as Grey’s Anatomy, ER, House M.D. and Scrubs. [...] 2017. XV, 171 p. 13 illus. (Palgrave Studies in Science and Popular Culture) Softcover

$ 34.99
ISBN 978-3-319-65450-8

Newsmaking Cultures in Africa

Normative Trends in the Dynamics of Socio-Political & Economic Struggles

This book contributes to a broadened theorisation of journalism by exploring the intricacies of African journalism and its connections with the material realities that underpin the profession on the continent. [...] 2018. XXV, 374 p. 4 illus. in color. Hardcover

$ 99.99
ISBN 978-1-137-54108-6

Virtual Dark Tourism

Ghost Roads

This book takes the concept of “dark tourism”—journeys to sites of death, suffering, and calamity—in an innovative yet essential direction by applying it to the virtual realms of literature, film and television, the Internet, and gaming. Essays focus both on the creative construction of imaginary journeys and the historiographic and civic consequences of such memorializations. [...] 2018. IV, 326 p. (Palgrave Studies in Cultural Heritage and Conflict) Hardcover

$ 109.00
ISBN 978-3-319-74686-9

Perspectives on Political Communication in Africa

This edited collection is a cutting-edge volume that reframes political communication from an African perspective. Focusing on sub-Saharan Africa and occasionally drawing comparisons with other regions of the world, this book critically addresses the development of the field focusing on the current opportunities and challenges within the African context. [...] 2018. XXIII, 272 p. 12 illus. Hardcover

$ 99.99
ISBN 978-3-319-62056-5
A. Salter, B. Blodgett

**Toxic Geek Masculinity in Media**

Sexism, Trolling, and Identity Policing

This book examines changing representations of masculinity in geek media, during a time of transition in which “geek” has not only gone mainstream but also become a more contested space than ever, with continual clashes such as Gamergate, the Rabid and Sad Puppies’ attacks on the Hugo Awards, and battles at conventions over “fake geek girls.” Anastasia Salter and Bridget Blodgett critique both gen...

2017. XIII, 214 p. 12 illus. Softcover

$34.99

ISBN 978-3-319-66076-9

D. Roas

**Behind the Frontiers of the Real**

A Definition of the Fantastic

This book offers a definition of the fantastic that establishes it as a discourse in constant intertextual relation with the construct of reality. In establishing the definition of the fantastic, leading scholar David Roas selects four central concepts that allow him to chart a fairly clear map of this terrain: reality, the impossible, fear, and language. [...] 2018. VI, 127 p. Hardcover

$54.99

ISBN 978-3-319-73732-4

L. Neville

**Girls Who Like Boys Who Like Boys**

Women and Gay Male Pornography and Erotica

This book investigates what women enjoy about consuming, and in some cases producing, gay male erotic media—from slashfic, to pornographic texts, to visual pornography—and how this sits within their consumption of erotica and pornography more generally. In addition, it will examine how women’s use of gay male erotic media fits in with their perceptions of gender and sexuality. [...] 2018. XV, 318 p. Hardcover

$109.00

ISBN 978-3-319-69133-6

E. Rees (Ed)

**Talking Bodies**

Interdisciplinary Perspectives on Embodiment, Gender and Identity

In this collection leading thinkers, writers, and activists offer their responses to the simple question “do I have a body, or am I my [...]. The essays engage with the array of meanings that our bodies have today, ranging from considerations of nineteenth-century discourses of bodily shame and otherness, through to arguing for a brand new corporeal vocabulary for the twenty-first century. [...] 2017. XIII, 233 p. 3 illus. Softcover

$34.99

ISBN 978-3-319-63777-8

P. R. Rivera-Rideau, J. A. Jones, T. S. Paschel (Eds)

**Afro-Latin@s in Movement**

Critical Approaches to Blackness and Transnationalism in the Americas

Through a collection of theoretically engaging and empirically grounded texts, this book examines African-descended populations in Latin America and Afro-Latin@s in the United States in order to explore questions of black identity and representation, transnationalism, and diaspora in the Americas. 2016. XVII, 316 p. 9 illus., 4 illus. in color. (Afro-Latin@ Diasporas) Hardcover

$105.00


A. Na’Allah

**Globalization, Oral Performance, and African Traditional Poetry**

This book discusses globalization trends and influences on traditional African oral literary performance and the direction that Ilorin oral art is forced to take by the changes of the twenty-first century electronic age. It seeks a new definition of contemporary African bourgeois in terms of its global reach, imitation of foreign forms and collaboration with the owners of the primary agencies. [...] 2018. XIV, 100 p. 2 illus. Hardcover

$54.99

ISBN 978-3-319-75078-1

L. Neville

**Girls Who Like Boys**

Women and Gay Male Pornography and Erotica

This book investigates what women enjoy about consuming, and in some cases producing, gay male erotic media—from slashfic, to pornographic texts, to visual pornography—and how this sits within their consumption of erotica and pornography more generally. In addition, it will examine how women’s use of gay male erotic media fits in with their perceptions of gender and sexuality. [...] 2018. XV, 318 p. Hardcover

$109.00

ISBN 978-3-319-69133-6

E. Rees (Ed)

**Talking Bodies**

Interdisciplinary Perspectives on Embodiment, Gender and Identity

In this collection leading thinkers, writers, and activists offer their responses to the simple question “do I have a body, or am I my [...]. The essays engage with the array of meanings that our bodies have today, ranging from considerations of nineteenth-century discourses of bodily shame and otherness, through to arguing for a brand new corporeal vocabulary for the twenty-first century. [...] 2017. XIII, 233 p. 3 illus. Softcover

$34.99

ISBN 978-3-319-63777-8

P. R. Rivera-Rideau, J. A. Jones, T. S. Paschel (Eds)

**Afro-Latin@s in Movement**

Critical Approaches to Blackness and Transnationalism in the Americas

Through a collection of theoretically engaging and empirically grounded texts, this book examines African-descended populations in Latin America and Afro-Latin@s in the United States in order to explore questions of black identity and representation, transnationalism, and diaspora in the Americas. 2016. XVII, 316 p. 9 illus., 4 illus. in color. (Afro-Latin@ Diasporas) Hardcover

$105.00


A. Na’Allah

**Globalization, Oral Performance, and African Traditional Poetry**

This book discusses globalization trends and influences on traditional African oral literary performance and the direction that Ilorin oral art is forced to take by the changes of the twenty-first century electronic age. It seeks a new definition of contemporary African bourgeois in terms of its global reach, imitation of foreign forms and collaboration with the owners of the primary agencies. [...] 2018. XIV, 100 p. 2 illus. Hardcover

$54.99

ISBN 978-3-319-75078-1
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Author(s)</th>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Publisher</th>
<th>Edition</th>
<th>ISBN</th>
<th>Price</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>G. Xu, Y. Chen, L. Xu</td>
<td>Understanding Western Culture: Cultural History, Religion, Politics, Folklore and Tourism</td>
<td>Palgrave Macmillan</td>
<td>Contributed volume</td>
<td>978-3-319-71158-4</td>
<td>$99.99</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A. Thorpe, D. Yeh</td>
<td>Contesting British Chinese Culture</td>
<td>Palgrave Macmillan</td>
<td>Contributed volume</td>
<td>978-3-319-71158-4</td>
<td>$99.99</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A. Ulanowicz, M. Basu</td>
<td>The Aesthetics and Politics of Global Hunger</td>
<td>Palgrave Macmillan</td>
<td>Contributed volume</td>
<td>978-3-319-47484-7</td>
<td>$109.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>J. Sexton</td>
<td>Black Masculinity and the Cinema of Policing</td>
<td>Palgrave Macmillan</td>
<td>Available</td>
<td>978-3-319-66169-8</td>
<td>$34.99</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>G. Xu, Y. Chen, L. Xu</td>
<td>Introduction to Western Culture</td>
<td>Palgrave Macmillan</td>
<td>Available</td>
<td>978-3-319-71158-4</td>
<td>$99.99</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
S. Whatley, R. Cisneros, A. Sabiescu (Eds)

Digital Echoes
Spaces for Intangible and Performance-based Cultural Heritage

This book explores the interplay between performing arts, intangible cultural heritage and digital environments through a compendium of essays on emerging practices and case studies, as well as critical, historical and theoretical perspectives. It features essays that engage with varied forms of intangible cultural heritage, from music and storytelling to dance, theatre and martial arts. [...] 
2018. XX, 350 p. 43 illus., 30 illus. in color. Hardcover 
$ 109.00 
ISBN 978-3-319-73816-1

I. H. Tuan

Transnational Performance, Identity and Mobility in Asia

This pivot considers the history, methodology and practice of Asian theatre and investigates the role of Asian theatre and film in contemporary transnational Asian identities. It critically reviews the topics of transnationalism and intercultural political difference, arguing that the concept of Transnational Asian theatre or ‘TransAsia’ can promote cultural diversity and social transformation. [...] 
2018. XII, 158 p. 30 illus. in color. Hardcover 
$ 54.99 

S. van der Poll, R. van der Zalm (Eds)

Reconsidering National Plays in Europe

This volume frames the concept of a national play. By analysing a number of European case studies, it addresses the following question: Which play could be regarded as a country’s national play, and how does it represent its national identity? [...] 
2018. VII, 307 p. 21 illus., 12 illus. in color. Hardcover 
$ 109.00 
ISBN 978-3-319-75333-1

E. Remport

Lady Gregory and Irish National Theatre
Art, Drama, Politics

This book is the first comprehensive critical assessment of the aesthetic and social ideals of Lady Augusta Gregory, founder, patron, director, and dramatist of the Abbey Theatre in Dublin. [...] 
2018. IX, 239 p. (Bernard Shaw and His Contemporaries) Hardcover 
$ 99.99 
ISBN 978-3-319-76610-2

I. H. Tuan

Translocal Performance in Asian Theatre and Film

This pivot offers an innovative, trans-local perspective on performance studies in the era of digital technology, considering a range of content from theater to opera, film, dance, and musical theatre. [...] 
2018. XII, 157 p. 37 illus. Hardcover 
$ 54.99 

S. Watt

Bernard Shaw’s Fiction, Material Psychology, and Affect

Shaw, Freud, Simmel

This book traces the effects of materiality - including money and its opposite, poverty - on the psychical lives of George Bernard Shaw and his characters. While this study focuses on the protagonists of the five novels Shaw wrote in the late 1870s and early 1880s, it also explores how materialism, feeling, and emotion are linked throughout his entire canon. [...] 
2018. XVI, 235 p. 1 illus. (Bernard Shaw and His Contemporaries) Hardcover 
$ 99.99 
ISBN 978-3-319-71512-4

I. H. Tuan, I. I. Chang (Eds)

Translocal Performance in Asian Theatre and Film

This pivot offers an innovative, trans-local perspective on performance studies in the era of digital technology, considering a range of content from theater to opera, film, dance, and musical theatre. [...] 
2018. XII, 157 p. 37 illus. Hardcover 
$ 54.99 

I. H. Tuan

Translocal Performance in Asian Theatre and Film

This pivot offers an innovative, trans-local perspective on performance studies in the era of digital technology, considering a range of content from theater to opera, film, dance, and musical theatre. [...] 
2018. XII, 157 p. 37 illus. Hardcover 
$ 54.99 
V. J. Cheng

Amnesia and the Nation
History, Forgetting, and James Joyce
This book examines the relationships between memory, history, and national identity through an interdisciplinary analysis of James Joyce’s works—as well as of literary texts by Kundera, Ford, Fitzgerald, and Walker Percy. [...] 2018. XVII, 162 p. 6 illus. (New Directions in Irish and Irish American Literature) Hardcover
$ 99.99
ISBN 978-3-319-71817-0

S. Belluc, V. Bénéjam (Eds)

Cognitive Joyce
This collection is the first book-length study to re-evaluate all of James Joyce’s major fictional works through the lens of cognitive studies. Cognitive Joyce presents Joyce’s relationship to the scientific knowledge and practices of his time and examines his texts in light of contemporary developments in cognitive and neuro-sciences. [...] 2018. XVI, 285 p. (Cognitive Studies in Literature and Performance) Hardcover
$ 99.99
ISBN 978-3-319-69175-6

J. Y. C. Wong (Ed)

Asia and the Historical Imagination
This collection explores the interpretation of historical fiction through fictional representations of the past in an Asian context. Emphasising the significance of region and locality, it explores local networks of political and cultural exchanges at the heart of an Asian polity. [...] 2018. XI, 229 p. Hardcover
$ 99.99
ISBN 978-3-319-69174-9

O. Ibironke

Remapping African Literature
This book is an exploration of the material conditions of the production of African literature. Drawing on the archives of Heinemann’s African Writers Series, it highlights the procedures, relationships, demands, ideologies, and counterpressures engendered by the publication of three major authors: Chinua Achebe, Wole Soyinka, and Ngugi wa Thiongo. [...] 2018. XIX, 333 p. 14 illus. (African Histories and Modernities) Hardcover
$ 109.00
ISBN 978-3-319-69172-5

m. yamomo

Theatre and Music in Manila and the Asia Pacific, 1869-1946
Sounding Modernities
This book examines the intersection between sound and modernity in dramatic and musical performance in Manila and the Asia-Pacific between 1869 and 1948. During this period, tolerant political regimes resulted in the globalization of capitalist relations and the improvement of transcontinental travel and worldwide communication. [...] 2018. XXV, 254 p. 9 illus. (Transnational Theatre Histories) Hardcover
$ 99.99
ISBN 978-3-319-69175-6

S. Belluc, V. Bénéjam (Eds)

Cognitive Joyce
This collection is the first book-length study to re-evaluate all of James Joyce’s major fictional works through the lens of cognitive studies. Cognitive Joyce presents Joyce’s relationship to the scientific knowledge and practices of his time and examines his texts in light of contemporary developments in cognitive and neuro-sciences. [...] 2018. XVI, 285 p. (Cognitive Studies in Literature and Performance) Hardcover
$ 99.99
ISBN 978-3-319-71993-1

J. Y. C. Wong (Ed)

Asia and the Historical Imagination
This collection explores the interpretation of historical fiction through fictional representations of the past in an Asian context. Emphasising the significance of region and locality, it explores local networks of political and cultural exchanges at the heart of an Asian polity. [...] 2018. XI, 229 p. Hardcover
$ 99.99
ISBN 978-3-319-69174-9
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Cruel Children in Popular Texts and Cultures

This book explores how alarmist social discourses about ‘cruel’ young people fail to recognize the complexity of cruelty and the role it plays in child agency. [...] 2018. XI, 291 p. (Critical Approaches to Children’s Literature) Hardcover

$109.00  ISBN 978-3-319-72274-0

Due April 2018

P. Villar-Argáiz (Ed)

Irishness on the Margins

Minority and Dissident Identities

This collection examines the presence of minority communities and dissident voices in Ireland both historically and in a contemporary framework. [...] 2018. XIX, 290 p. (New Directions in Irish and Irish American Literature) Hardcover

$109.00  ISBN 978-3-319-74566-4

Due May 2018

M. Flegel, C. Parkes (Eds)

Cruel Children in Popular Texts and Cultures

This book explores how alarmist social discourses about ‘cruel’ young people fail to recognize the complexity of cruelty and the role it plays in child agency. [...] 2018. XI, 291 p. 7 illus. (Critical Approaches to Children’s Literature) Hardcover

$109.00  ISBN 978-3-319-72274-0

Due April 2018

B. Cliff

Irish Crime Fiction

This book examines the recent expansion of Ireland’s literary tradition to include home-grown crime fiction. It surveys the wave of books that use genre structures to explore specifically Irish issues such as the Troubles and the rise and fall of the Celtic Tiger, as well as Irish experiences of human trafficking, the supernatural, abortion, and civic corruption. [...] 2018. XI, 198 p. (Crime Files) Hardcover


Due April 2018

B. Knights (Ed)

Teaching Literature

Text and Dialogue in the English Classroom

This book comprises reflections by experienced scholar teachers on the principles and practice of higher education English teaching. In approaching the subject from different angles it aims to spark insights and to foster imaginative teaching. In the era of audit, and the Teaching Excellence Framework it invites teachers to return to the sources of their own teaching knowledge. [...] 2017. XI, 252 p. 1 illus. (Teaching the New English) Softcover


Due March 2018

H. Tweed, D. G. Scott (Eds)

Medical Paratexts from Medieval to Modern

Dissecting the Page

This collection establishes the term ‘medical paratexts’ as a useful addition to medical humanities, book history, and literary studies research. As a relatively new field of study, little critical attention has been paid to medical paratexts. [...] 2018. XXVII, 168 p. 23 illus., 5 illus. in color. (Palgrave Studies in Literature, Science and Medicine) Hardcover


Due May 2018

P. Vilar-Argáiz (Ed)

Irishness on the Margins

Minority and Dissident Identities

This collection examines the presence of minority communities and dissident voices in Ireland both historically and in a contemporary framework. [...] 2018. XIX, 290 p. (New Directions in Irish and Irish American Literature) Hardcover

$109.00  ISBN 978-3-319-74566-4

Due May 2018

Due May 2018
J. Lipski (Ed)
Travel and Identity: Studies in Literature, Culture and Language
This book presents a selection of research papers dealing with the notions of travel and identity in Anglophone literature and culture. Collectively, the chapters ponder such notions as self and other, race, centre and periphery, thus shedding new light on a number of issues that are highly relevant in the context of the ongoing migration crisis. [...] 2018. VII, 111 p. (Second Language Learning and Teaching) Hardcover $ 99.99 ISBN 978-3-319-74020-1

M. Eagleton
Clever Girls and the Literature of Women’s Upward Mobility
This book follows the figure of ‘the clever girl’ from the post-war to the present and focuses on the fiction, plays and memoirs of contemporary British women writers. Spurred on by an ethic of meritocracy, the clever girl is now facing austerity and declining social mobility. [...] 2018. VII, 208 p. Hardcover $ 99.99 ISBN 978-3-319-71960-3

K. Driscoll, E. Hoffmann (Eds)
What Is Zoopoetics? Texts, Bodies, Entanglement
This book brings together essays dealing with the question of zoopoetics both as an object of study—i.e. texts from various traditions and periods that reflect, explicitly or implicitly, on the relationship between animality, language and representation—and as a methodological problem for animal studies, and, indeed, for literary studies more generally. [...] 2018. XII, 281 p. (Palgrave Studies in Animals and Literature) Hardcover $ 109.00 ISBN 978-3-319-64415-8

M. Rana (Ed)
Terry Pratchett’s Narrative Worlds From Giant Turtles to Small Gods
This book highlights the multidimensionality of the work of British fantasy writer and Discworld creator Terry Pratchett. [...] 2018. XV, 254 p. 4 illus., 2 illus. in color. (Critical Approaches to Children’s Literature) Hardcover $ 99.99 ISBN 978-3-319-67297-7

J. Zipes (Ed)
Fairy Tales and Fables from Weimar Days
Collected Utopian Tales / New and Revised Edition
This book is a collection of traditional German fairy tales and fables, deliberately transformed into utopian narratives and social commentary by political activists in the Weimar Republic (1919-1933). [...] 2018. X, 250 p. 64 illus. Softcover $ 34.99 ISBN 978-3-319-69274-6

D. R. Wehrs, T. Blake (Eds)
The Palgrave Handbook of Affect Studies and Textual Criticism
This volume provides a comprehensive account of how scholarship on affect and scholarship on texts have come to inform one another over the past few decades. [...] 2017. XXIX, 883 p. 30 illus. Hardcover $ 139.00 ISBN 978-3-319-63302-2
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D. R. Wehrs, T. Blake (Eds)
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This volume provides a comprehensive account of how scholarship on affect and scholarship on texts have come to inform one another over the past few decades. [...] 2017. XXIX, 883 p. 30 illus. Hardcover $ 139.00 ISBN 978-3-319-63302-2
Teaching 21st Century Genres
This book is the first ever collection about twenty-first century genre fiction. It offers accessible yet rigorous critical interventions in a growing field of popular culture and academic study, presenting new genres as a fascinating and powerful means of reading contemporary culture. [...] 2016. XX, 195 p. (Teaching the New English) Softcover $34.99 ISBN 978-1-137-55390-4

Witnessing Torture
Perspectives of Torture Survivors and Human Rights Workers
This book demonstrates a new, interdisciplinary approach to life writing about torture that situates torture firmly within its socio-political context, as opposed to extending the long line of representations written in the idiom of the proverbial dark chamber. [...] 2018. XVII, 296 p. (Palgrave Studies in Life Writing) Softcover $29.99 ISBN 978-3-319-74964-8

E. Quinn, B. Westwood (Eds)
Thinking Veganism in Literature and Culture
Towards a Vegan Theory
This collection explores what the social and philosophical aspects of veganism offer to critical theory. [...] 2018. XIII, 315 p. 14 illus., 13 illus. in color. (Palgrave Studies in Animals and Literature) Hardcover $109.00 ISBN 978-3-319-73379-1
S. Paraschas
Reappearing Characters in Nineteenth-Century French Literature
Authorship, Originality, and Intellectual Property

J. Rovira (Ed)
Rock and Romanticism: Post-Punk, Goth, and Metal as Dark Romanticisms
This book considers indigenous-language translations of Romantic texts in the British colonies. It argues that these translations uncover a latent discourse around colonisation in the original English texts. [...] 2018. XI, 269 p. (Palgrave Studies in the Enlightenment, Romanticism and Cultures of Print) Hardcover
$109.00 ISBN 978-3-319-70932-1

S. Mukherji, T. Stuart-Buttle (Eds)
Literature, Belief and Knowledge in Early Modern England
Knowing Faith
The primary aim of Knowing Faith is to uncover the intervention of literary texts and approaches in a wider conversation about religious knowledge: why we need it, how to get there, where to stop, and how to recognise it once it has been attained. [...] 2018. XVII, 299 p. 3 illus., 1 illus. in color. (Crossroads of Knowledge in Early Modern Literature, Volume 1) Hardcover
$109.00 ISBN 978-3-319-71358-8

J. Partner
Poetry and Vision in Early Modern England
This book reveals the ways in which seventeenth-century poets used models of vision taken from philosophy, theology, scientific optics, political polemic and the visual arts to scrutinize the nature of individual perceptions and to examine poetry’s own relation to truth. [...] 2018. XVI, 339 p. 31 illus. in color. (Early Modern Literature in History) Hardcover
$109.00 ISBN 978-3-319-71016-7

N. Hessell
Romantic Literature and the Colonised World
Lessons from Indigenous Translations
This book considers indigenous-language translations of Romantic texts in the British colonies. It argues that these translations uncover a latent discourse around colonisation in the original English texts. [...] 2018. XI, 269 p. (Palgrave Studies in the Enlightenment, Romanticism and Cultures of Print) Hardcover
$109.00 ISBN 978-3-319-70932-1

J. Higginbotham, M. A. Johnston (Eds)
Queering Childhood in Early Modern English Drama and Culture
This volume analyzes early modern cultural representations of children and childhood through the literature and drama of Shakespeare and his contemporaries. [...] 2018. X, 302 p. 3 illus., 2 illus. in color. Hardcover
$109.00 ISBN 978-3-319-72768-4

S. Paraschas
Rock and Romanticism in Nineteenth-Century French Literature
Authorship, Originality, and Intellectual Property
This book examines the phenomenon of the reappearance of characters in nineteenth-century French fiction. It approaches this from a hitherto unexplored perspective: that of the twin history of the aesthetic notion of originality and the legal notion of literary property. [...] 2018. IX, 288 p. (Palgrave Studies in Modern European Literature) Hardcover
$99.99 ISBN 978-3-319-69289-0
T. Horan
Desire and Empathy in Twentieth-Century Dystopian Fiction
This book assesses key works of twentieth-century dystopian fiction, including Katharine Burdekin's Swastika Night, George Orwell's Nineteen Eighty-Four, and Margaret Atwood's The Handmaid's Tale, to demonstrate that the major authors of this genre locate empathy and morality in eroticism. [...]
$ 99.99
ISBN 978-3-319-70674-0

N. N. Aljoe, B. Carey, T. W. Krise (Eds)
Domestic Noir
The New Face of 21st Century Crime Fiction
This book represents the first serious consideration of the 'domestic noir' phenomenon and, by extension, the psychological thriller. [...] 2018. XVIII, 292 p. (Crime Files) Hardcover
$ 109.00
ISBN 978-3-319-69337-8

L. Joyce, H. Sutton (Eds)
Madness in Fiction
Literary Essays from Poe to Fowles
This book examines one work dealing with madness from each of five prominent authors. Including discussion of Fowles, Hamsun, Hesse, Kafka, and Poe, it delineates the specific type of madness the author associates with each text, and explores the reason for that - such as a historical moment, physical pressure (such as starvation), or the author's or his narrator's perspective. [...] 2018. XVI, 98 p. Hardcover
$ 54.99
ISBN 978-3-319-70520-0

L. Joyce, H. Sutton
Women's Domestic Activity in the Romantic-Period Novel, 1770-1820
Dangerous Occupations
$ 99.99
ISBN 978-3-319-70355-8

M. Weber
Literary Festivals and Contemporary Book Culture
There has been a proliferation of literary festivals in recent decades, with more than 450 held annually in the UK and Australia alone. These festivals operate as tastemakers shaping cultural consumption; as educational and policy projects; as instantiations, representations, and celebrations of literary communities; and as cultural products in their own right. [...] 2018. XIII, 272 p. (New Directions in Book History) Hardcover
$ 99.99
ISBN 978-3-319-71509-4

M. Axelrod-Sokolov
Literary Histories of the Early Anglophone Caribbean Islands in the Stream
This book assesses key works of twentieth-century dystopian fiction, including Katharine Burdekin's Swastika Night, George Orwell's Nineteen Eighty-Four, and Margaret Atwood's The Handmaid's Tale, to demonstrate that the major authors of this genre locate empathy and morality in eroticism. [...] 2018. X, 212 p. (Palgrave Studies in Utopianism) Hardcover
$ 99.99
ISBN 978-3-319-70674-0
This book investigates how girls’ automedial selves are constituted and consumed as literary or media products in a digital landscape dominated by intimate, though quite public, modes of self-disclosure and pervaded by broader practices of self-branding. In thinking about how girlhood as a potentially vulnerable subject position circulates as a commodity, Girls, Autobiography, Media argues that by [...]
This book examines Toni Morrison’s fiction as a sustained effort to challenge the dominant narratives produced in the white supremacist political imaginary and conceptualize a more inclusive political imaginary in which black bodies are valued. [...] 

2018. XVIII, 253 p. 1 illus. (Geocriticism and Spatial Literary Studies) Hardcover
$ 99.99
ISBN 978-3-319-65998-5

C. E. Bertolet, R. Epstein (Eds)
Money, Commerce, and Economics in Late Medieval English Literature

This is the first collection of essays dedicated to the topics of money and economics in the English literature of the late Middle Ages. These essays explore ways that late medieval economic thought informs contemporary English texts and apply modern modes of economic analysis to medieval literature. [...] 

2018. X. 185 p. 1 illus. in color. (The New Middle Ages) Hardcover
$ 99.99
ISBN 978-3-319-71899-6

A. Langdon (Ed)
Animal Languages in the Middle Ages

The essays in this interdisciplinary volume explore language, broadly construed, as part of the continued interrogation of the boundaries of human and nonhuman animals in the Middle Ages. Unitin a diverse set of emerging and established scholars, Animal Languages questions the assumed medieval distinction between humans and other animals. [...] 

2018. XV, 272 p. 10 illus. (The New Middle Ages) Hardcover
$ 99.99
ISBN 978-3-319-71896-5

R. Schofield
The Vocation of Sara Coleridge

Authorship and Religion

This book presents a fundamental reassessment of Sara Coleridge. It examines her achievements as an author in the public sphere, and celebrates her interventions in what was a masculine genre of religious polemics. Sara Coleridge the religious author was the peer of such major figures as John Henry Newman and F. D. Maurice, and recognized as such by contemporaries. [...] 

2018. XV, 260 p. Hardcover
$ 99.99
ISBN 978-3-319-70370-1

M. Waithe, C. White (Eds)
The Labour of Literature in Britain and France, 1830-1910

Authorial Work Ethics

This volume examines the anxieties that caused many nineteenth-century writers to insist on literature as a laboured and labouring enterprise. Following Isaac D’Israeli’s gloss on Jean de La Bruyère, it asks, in particular, whether writing should be ‘called working’. [...] 

$ 99.99

H. Beavers
Geography and the Political Imaginary in the Novels of Toni Morrison

This book examines Toni Morrison’s fiction as a sustained effort to challenge the dominant narratives produced in the white supremacist political imaginary and conceptualize a more inclusive political imaginary in which black bodies are valued. [...] 

2018. XVIII, 253 p. 1 illus. (Geocriticism and Spatial Literary Studies) Hardcover
$ 99.99
ISBN 978-3-319-65998-5
M. Aldridge
Agatha Christie on Screen
This book is a comprehensive exploration of 90 years of film and television adaptations of the world's best-selling novelist's work. Drawing on extensive archival material, it offers new information regarding both the well-known and forgotten screen adaptations of Agatha Christie's stories, including unmade and rare adaptations, some of which have been unseen for more than half a century. [...]

2016. XIV, 363 p. (Crime Files) Softcover
$ 29.99

M. J. Kietzman
The Biblical Covenant in Shakespeare
The theo-political idea of covenant—a sacred binding agreement—formalizes relationships and inaugurates politics in the Hebrew Bible, and it was the most significant revolutionary idea to come out of the Protestant Reformation. [...]

2018. XI, 254 p. (China Academic Library) Hardcover
$ 109.00
ISBN 978-3-662-56351-9

J. Heredia
Mapping South American Latina/o Literature in the United States
Interviews with Contemporary Writers
This collection of interviews demonstrates that U.S. Latinas/os of South American background have contributed pioneering work to U.S. Latina/o literature and culture in the twenty-first century. [...]

2018. X, 238 p. (Literatures of the Americas) Hardcover
$ 99.99
ISBN 978-3-319-72391-4

L. Wagner-Martin
John Steinbeck
A Literary Life
This book aims to both describe and analyze the way Steinbeck learned the writing craft. It begins with his immersion in the short story, some years after he stopped attending Stanford University. [...] 2017. XVIII, 183 p. (Literary Lives) Hardcover
$ 109.99

L. Jiang
A History of Western Appreciation of English-translated Tang Poetry
This book examines the development of English-translated Tang poetry and its propagation to the Western world. It consists of two parts, the first of which addresses the initial stage of English-translated Tang poetry’s propagation, and the second exploring its further development. [...] 2018. XV, 265 p. (China Academic Library) Hardcover
$ 109.00
ISBN 978-3-662-56351-9

P. Dickinson
Romanticism and Aesthetic Life in Postcolonial Writing
This book explores Romanticism as a force that exerts an insistent but critically neglected pressure on the postcolonial imagination. [...] 2018. VIII, 200 p. Hardcover
$ 99.99
ISBN 978-3-319-70340-4
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M. Aldridge
Agatha Christie on Screen
This book is a comprehensive exploration of 90 years of film and television adaptations of the world’s best-selling novelist’s work. Drawing on extensive archival material, it offers new information regarding both the well-known and forgotten screen adaptations of Agatha Christie’s stories, including unmade and rare adaptations, some of which have been unseen for more than half a century. [...] 2016. XIV, 363 p. (Crime Files) Softcover
$ 29.99
A. Heilmann

Neo-/Victorian Biographilia and James Miranda Barry
A Study in Transgender and Transgenre

Senior colonial officer from 1813 to 1859, Inspector General James Barry was a pioneering medical reformer who after his death in 1865 became the object of intense speculation when rumours arose about his sex. [...]  
2018. XX, 375 p. 37 illus., 18 illus. in color. Hardcover $ 109.00 ISBN 978-3-319-71385-4

C. Hanson, S. Watkins (Eds)

The History of British Women’s Writing, 1945-1975

Volume Nine

This volume reshapes our understanding of British literary culture from 1945-1975 by exploring the richness and diversity of women’s writing of this period. [...]  

M. Greaney

Sleep and the Novel
Fictions of Somnolence from Jane Austen to the Present

Sleep and the Novel is a study of representations of the sleeping body in fiction from 1800 to the present day which traces the ways in which novelists have engaged with this universal, indispensable -- but seemingly nondescript -- region of human experience. [...]  

O. Beloborodova, D. Van Hulle, P. Verhulst (Eds)

Beckett and Modernism

This book of collected essays approaches Beckett’s work through the context of modernism, while situating it in the literary tradition at large. It builds on current debates aiming to redefine ‘modernism’ in connection to concepts such as ‘late modernism’ or ‘postmodernism’. [...]  

K. Ebury, J. A. Fraser (Eds)

Joyce’s Non-Fiction Writings
‘Outside His Jurisfiction’

This book presents a fundamental shift in the way we approach, discuss, and evaluate Joyce’s non-fictional writings. [...]  

O. Gheorghiu

British and American Representations of 9/11

Literature, Politics and the Media

This book argues that twenty-first-century neorealist fiction is inspired by political and journalistic discourses and, along with them, constitutes one of the many representations of the attacks on September 11 and their outcomes. [...]  

A. Heilmann

Neo-/Victorian Biographilia and James Miranda Barry
A Study in Transgender and Transgenre

Senior colonial officer from 1813 to 1859, Inspector General James Barry was a pioneering medical reformer who after his death in 1865 became the object of intense speculation when rumours arose about his sex. [...]  
2018. XX, 375 p. 37 illus., 18 illus. in color. Hardcover $ 109.00 ISBN 978-3-319-71385-4
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